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I will discuss the lines on which it may be supposed that
England would conduct her operations under three heads.
(i) When war does not break out until after the British
Fleet has been concentrated at Singapore.
(it) When war breaks out while the British Fleet is in the
Indian Ocean on its way East, Singapore not having
fallen.
(Hi) When Japan begins the war while the British Fleet
is at its normal peace stations—the main Fleet in
Europe and five large cruisers in China.
Case (i) :
In the first case, the British Fleet would have an initial
superiority of between 36 per cent and 38 per cent in capital
ships and aircraft carriers, of 26 per cent in *A' class cruisers,
and of 25 per cent in *B' class cruisers and destroyers.
(See Chap. VIII, section i, Table i.) She would definitely
take the offensive and endeavour to reduce Japan to sub*
mission. Her strategical objects—that is the expression
used—would be :
(i)   To annihilate the Japanese Fleet.
(it)  To cut Japan's communications by sea*
(Hi) To attack from the air the chief cities, the principal
industrial centres, and the naval dockyards of Japan.
The first of these may be described as cutting Japan's
throat, the second and third as amputating her hands and
feet. The latter operation is not necessarily attended with
the fatal results that are the usual consequence of the former.
The destruction of the Fleet would leave England free to
cut our communications and to attack us from the air when
and where she pleased.
Numbers (ii) and (iii) are subsidiary means of reducing
an enemy ; their effect is not decisive, like that of number
(i). England would so regard them and act accordingly.
The next question that arises is, How could England
accomplish these strategical objects ? In other words, How
could she force the Japanese Fleet into a decisive
action ?

